Early cortical damage in rat somatosensory cortex alters acoustic feature representation in primary auditory cortex.
Early postnatal freeze-lesions to the cortical plate result in malformations resembling human microgyria. Microgyria in primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of rats are associated with a reduced behavioral detection of rapid auditory transitions and the loss of large cells in the thalamic nucleus projecting to primary auditory cortex (A1). Detection of slow transitions in sound is intact in animals with S1 microgyria, suggesting dissociation between responding to slow versus rapid transitions and a possible dissociation between levels of auditory processing affected. We hypothesized that neuronal responses in primary auditory cortex (A1) would be differentially reduced for rapid sound repetitions but not for slow sound sequences in animals with S1 microgyria. We assessed layer IV cortical responses in primary auditory cortex (A1) to single pure-tones and periodic noise bursts (PNB) in rats with and without S1 microgyria. We found that responses to both types of acoustic stimuli were reduced in magnitude in animals with microgyria. Furthermore, spectral resolution was degraded in animals with microgyria. The cortical selectivity and temporal precision were then measured with conventional methods for PNB and tone-stimuli, but no significant changes were observed between microgyric and control animals. Surprisingly, the observed spike rate reduction was similar for rapid and slow temporal modulations of PNB stimuli. These results suggest that acoustic processing in A1 is indeed altered with early perturbations of neighboring cortex. However, the type of deficit does not affect the temporal dynamics of the cortical output. Instead, acoustic processing is altered via a systematic reduction in the driven spike rate output and spectral integration resolution in A1. This study suggests a novel form of plasticity, whereas early postnatal lesions of one sensory cortex can have a functional impact on processing in neighboring sensory cortex.